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THE ROLE OF THE 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT 
IN THE NEW INDUSTRIAL STATE
For the past several months John Kenneth 
Galbraith’s latest book, The New Industrial 
State1, has been on Time Magazine’s best­
seller list. This popularity indicates a wide­
spread interest in the topic, an impression 
which is enhanced by the fact that people of 
such diversified backgrounds as Al Capp2 and 
Kenneth E. Boulding3 have reviewed it since 
its publication. When a book on economics 
attracts such general attention, it behooves 
every person connected with business to read 
and study it.
And since it is only natural for people to 
examine new ideas and hypotheses within their 
personal frame of reference, it is proper for an 
accountant to study Galbraith’s book for the 
implications it has for accountants and for the 
conclusions they should draw from it. Since 
the management accountant, of all accountants, 
is the one most intimately associated with 
company management, his role within Gal­
braith’s industrial system deserves special 
scrutiny. He has, for some time, been a 
necessary, important, and accepted member 
of any company’s management team. If Gal­
braith’s analysis throws some new light on 
company management, then the management 
accountant’s role should be re-examined in 
that new light.
This paper will not examine the validity of 
Galbraith’s ideas since this function has al­
ready been performed by several economists4 
who either agree with Galbraith or argue 
peripheral points. Instead, the author will 
assume that Galbraith’s ideas and hypotheses 
are substantially correct and proceed from 
there to an evaluation of the management 
accountant’s role in The New Industrial State.
Ula K. Motekat, CPA 
Boulder, Colorado
It may be appropriate to give at the outset 
a brief synopsis of the main ideas contained 
in Galbraith’s book. His major hypothesis is 
that the American economic scene is dominated 
by the large corporations who exercise sub­
stantial control over their markets. He calls 
this part of the American economy the “in­
dustrial system” and sees it as the dominant 
feature of the New Industrial State.5
In his opinion the large corporation is 
characterized by advanced technology which 
necessitates large capital investments and re­
sults in time-consuming, round-about, and 
inflexible production processes. These two 
factors, the complexity of production and the 
large capital commitment, require highly 
specialized manpower and extensive planning.
It is these two requirements of the industrial 
system which are of special interest to the 
management accountant because they directly 
affect his role in the enterprise. This paper 
will therefore examine the part to be played 
by the management accountant in the manage­
ment team—called the “technostructure” by 
Galbraith—and in the planning process.
In the Technostructure
Galbraith constructs a very strong case 
for the existence of the technostructure which, 
he says, “embraces all who bring specialized 
knowledge, talent or experience to group de­
cision-making.”6 The need for group decision­
making arises from the advanced state of 
technology and from the large size of the 
enterprise. Due to these two factors it is im­
possible for any one person to possess all the 
specialized knowledge necessary to arrive at 
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important decisions and to evaluate all the 
ramifications of decisions affecting more than 
one department, activity, or function.
Since the management accountant possesses 
specialized knowledge, talents, and experience, 
he qualifies as a member of the technostruc­
ture. He has, in fact, two valuable attributes: 
he is an expert in accounting, and he is aware 
of the interrelationships among the various 
parts of the enterprise through his knowledge 
of budgets and financial statements. He can 
therefore play an outstanding role in the 
decision-making groups of the technostructure.
To effectively participate in this role, 
he must be thoroughly familiar with the 
interrelationships of the company, he must 
have a company-wide point of view, and he 
must broaden his technical knowledge beyond 
accounting and become at least acquainted, if 
not conversant, with automatic data processing 
and other quantitative, though non-accounting, 
tools like statistics and operations research.
He can then assume the central role in the 
decision-making process because most decisions 
in the industrial system concern future courses 
of action in Galbraith’s opinion, and the most 
formalized plan of action for business has 
always been the budget.
In the Planning Process
Planning may very well be called the leit­
motiv of Galbraith’s book. The need for plan­
ning arises from the fact that a long span of 
time and large amounts of capital investment 
intervene between the decision to manufacture 
a product and its sale to the ultimate consumer. 
If the enterprise is to survive—and this is 
obviously the most important consideration—it 
must recover its large capital commitments 
through the sale of certain previously agreed- 
upon products which take a long time to 
produce due to the advanced state of tech­
nology in the industrial system.
It is evident that actions which necessitate 
the integration of numerous activities and 
which will not be completed for several 
months or even years require a formal plan. 
And the preparation of plans has long been 
an integral part of the management account­
ant’s function. In fact, it may be said that 
budgets are the most comprehensive plans 
developed for business.
If it is admitted that planning is the most 
important activity of large enterprises and if 
it is further admitted that budgets are the most 
comprehensive and the most developed plans 
for business, then it becomes obvious that the 
management accountant can easily occupy a 
strategic position in the technostructure. The 
subject of planning extends, of course, over 
several areas. Those most important to the 
management accountant are the planning of 
operations, of prices, and of growth.
Planning Operations
In planning the operations of an enterprise 
for some future period, it is obvious that all 
the activities of the firm have to be integrated. 
The most obvious example is, of course, the 
integration of production, sales, and inventory 
levels. But this interrelationship has been 
known by accountants for such a long time 
that it does not merit special attention.
A factor which does warrant a closer look is 
the role of advertising in the modern large 
corporation. Galbraith states that, due to the 
large commitment of capital and the time­
consuming production method, large firms can­
not leave consumer demand to chance.
Instead, they have to create the consumer 
demand, thus making sure that their products 
will sell in the quantity produced and at the 
prices established. For the industrial system 
then the consumer is no longer king; his desires 
do not decide what is produced, the quantity 
in which it is produced, and the price at 
which it is sold.
It is, rather, the industrial system which 
makes these decisions and then creates the 
demand for its products through advertising. 
This is Galbraith’s startling “revised sequence” 
of consumer demand.7
What are the implications for the manage­
ment accountant arising from the revised se­
quence? The most obvious one is that he can 
prepare a detailed operating budget as soon 
as sales have been agreed on. And, due to the 
power exercised over the market by the large 
enterprise, this budget should be fairly reliable.
But this simple deduction raises another 
question: how is the sales volume determined? 
Even if consumer demand for its products can 
be manipulated by a large corporation, the 
competition and the total economy cannot be 
so manipulated.
At most, they can be outguessed. And this 
can be done most effectively through simulated 
games. In such a game the management team 
will evaluate the general state of the economy 
and likely future economic trends, the prob­
able actions of competing firms in the market, 
its own projected technological improvements 
and those of its competition and thereby arrive 
at the probable outcomes of various courses of 
action.
Since these games can only be played with 
the aid of computers, and since a budget for a 
simulated plan of operations can be an im­
portant device for management in its evaluation 
of the possible courses of action, the manage­
ment accountant should be familiar with both 
game theory and automatic data processing 
equipment. He can then program a budget 
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model into which various alternatives can be 
fed to show management the effects of contem­
plated actions on the financial statements.
Planning Prices
In the planning of prices the management 
accountant also has an important role to play. 
He prepares the operating budgets that re­
flect the impact of prices on the financial posi­
tion of the company and he can provide 
management with alternative budgets while 
union negotiations are in progress. In the 
past the industrial system had to raise prices 
after new contracts resulted in higher wages 
and benefits for its labor force. The manage­
ment accountant can prepare budgets for 
various combinations of union contract de­
mands and prices thereby enabling manage­
ment to evaluate the results of each course of 
action while labor negotiations are still going 
on.
In the area of pricing, Galbraith’s revised 
sequence is supported by the fact that mark-up 
pricing is a popular method of pricing in the 
industrial system.8 If Management is to price 
its products by adding a margin to cost, it 
must have a cost accounting system which 
clearly identifies costs and which can be manip­
ulated to determine the effects on the financial 
statements of various costs and margin de­
cisions.
Planning Growth
The planning of growth occupies an im­
portant part of Galbraith’s book. The two ways 
of financing growth are, of course, externally 
through borrowing or equity capital and 
internally through the retention of earnings. 
Since the latter method rests on an internal 
decision and does not force the technostructure 
to justify its courses of action to either lenders 
or owners—an action it abhors, according to 
Galbraith9—it is understandably preferred. 
Earnings thus assume two important functions: 
they must be sufficient to sustain steady and, 
if possible, increasing dividends to insure
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stockholder contentment, and they must pro­
vide the major means for corporate growth.
The reason stable and rising earnings are of 
such overwhelming importance in large cor­
porations is that they insure the autonomy, 
security, and continuity of the technostruc­
ture.10 The implication of this hypothesis for 
the management accountant is clear: he must 
choose accounting and income tax methods 
which keep the maximum amount of assets 
within the company’s control. That he is al­
ready aware of this implication is borne out by 
the fact that such asset-preserving accounting 
methods as LIFO inventories, accelerated de­
preciation, and tax deferral reserves are be­
coming increasingly popular in financial circles.
The most important conclusion to be drawn 
from the above discussion of the management 
accountant’s role in planning is that he must 
construct a sophisticated cost system, especially 
with respect to fixed, semi-variable, and vari­
able costs, and a sensitive budget model into 
which various possibilities can be fed. With 
these two tools, the effects of many manage­
ment decisions upon the financial position of 
the company can be examined before a course 
of action is adopted.
Conclusion
The conclusion to be drawn from Galbraith’s 
book by the management accountant is that 
he can play a unique role in the technostructure 
because he is an expert in planning and can 
show management the effects of various plans 
of operations on the financial statements. To 
assume this important position he must be 
an expert in his field, he must be familiar 
with automatic data processing, he must be 
conversant with statistics and operations re­
search, he must be acquainted with all phases 
of business including economics, he must have 
tact and diplomacy in group meetings, and he 
must have the over-all management point of 
view.
With these qualifications the management 
accountant will play a powerful role in The 
New Industrial State.
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